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Aftco Roller Troller Outrigger Clips - Pair

AFTCO Roller Troller Outrigger Clips help you position a trolling lure from an outrigger by simply reeling in
or letting out line right through the clip. The line rides safely on a roller that features silky-smooth action.

The clip's micro-tension adjustment is positive yet sensitive over a wide range of settings. Once the
tension is set, our precision-engineered latching system releases your line repeatedly at exactly the same
pull to assure fewer missed strikes and less broken line and gear.

Suitable for light to heavy tackle fishing.

FEATURES

AFLON™ bearing
Improved Micro-tension adjustment

Price is for 1 pair of clips (2pcs)

We also stock Aftco Roller Troller Flatline release clips

Here's a quick video on different types of outrigger clips if you are unsure what to use.

 

About Aftco

WHO WE ARE

AMERICAN FISHING TACKLE COMPANY - ANY FISH, ANY WATER

Family owned and operated, the American Fishing Tackle Company (AFTCO) represents unparalleled
quality, performance and reliability when it counts most. Worn across the globe, AFTCO's fishing clothing is
designed to handle the harshest elements. Whether you're an elite professional bass angler looking to stay
dry in a late fall downpour or an offshore weekend warrior seeking protection from the sun's harmful UV

https://escapin.wpengine.com/product/aftco-roller-troller-flatline-release-clip/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=drd6wku0uPc
https://aftco.com/collections/fishing-clothing
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rays, AFTCO keeps you fishing comfortably. AFTCO products are field tested from our Southern California
offices where many of our core saltwater fishing tackle products are still proudly handcrafted and
manufactured in our U.S.-based machine shop.

WHAT WE STAND FOR

INNOVATION AND CONSERVATION SINCE 1958

AFTCO reflects a legacy of firsts. From our former company Chairman Milt Shedd's pioneering conservation
achievements, to the invention of the roller guide and the introduction of the world's first pair of true
fishing shorts, AFTCO provides conservation leadership & innovative products proven to deliver
performance on the water. Our passion for the outdoors goes beyond our product offering because of an
unwavering commitment to help protect our fishing resources and angler rights. Through our 10% Pledge
to Protect and Conserve, your purchase of any AFTCO product directly supports conservation initiatives.

Price: $129.95

Weight
0.2kg

https://aftco.com/collections/fishing-tackle
https://aftco.com/products/meeting-triumph-and-disaster

